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Context and
objectives
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Study Aims
•

Taking stock – Review and assess how far PDBs currently
integrate nature in their processes and business models

•

Going forward: Outline practical recommendations for how this
could be improved

Focusing on two pillars:
•

Greening finance – biodiversity mainstreaming and safeguards

•

Financing green – nature-positive investments
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Information gathering
•

Identifying and cataloguing PDBs (industry forums + AFD database, 552 in total)

•

Structured review of documents (sample of 98 PDBs)

•

Web survey (limited responses)

•

Semi-structured interviews (39 PDB staff and subject experts)

•

Literature compilation and review (>150 recent reports and publications)
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Results and
recommendations
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What are PDBs?
Xu et al. 2020 (AFD study)
•

Public policy mandate

•

Sponsored by government.

•

Distinct legal and financial status

•

Not purely grant-making

•

Not funded only by budgetary transfers from
government

Diverse institutions!
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Types and Size of PDBs
Most PDB assets are held by a small number of PDBs
China’s 3 main PDBs have a total of $4 trillion of assets,
accounting for 35% of the world total ($11.2 trillion)
IDFC members collectively hold about 37% and
ADB about 1.7% of global PDB assets
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N = 552

Data: AFD PDBs database, N = 454

Biodiversity commitments lag climate, sustainability
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N = 98

Biodiversity management mainly reactive

•

Limited internal capacity and external technical
support constrains ability to support and monitor
implementation

•

Not enough to have a good framework on paper need significant resourcing, internal systems, enabling
culture, robust disclosure, powerful ombudsman

•

Widespread gaps in e.g., supply chains,
intermediaries, indirect and cumulative impacts…

•

Challenges when national regulatory framework is
weak – playing field, good safeguards may be seen as
costly and bureaucratic
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N = 98

Proactive upstream approaches important but challenging
•

Strategic development planning can de-risk investments

•

Extremely important, but still many barriers
▪

Working with governments and many other stakeholders

▪

PDB responsibility and mandate not clear

▪

Significant resources needed

▪

Often slow

▪

Very often contentious

“PDBs must work upstream if they are serious about achieving better outcomes. Biodiversity issues are solved
at landscape level. PDBs can work together here and with governments, and pool resources. Current
approaches still tend to be reactive, need to demonstrate the commercial value of a proactive approach in
de-risking investments.” - MDB
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Huge opportunities for risk screening with improving
biodiversity data
•

Key to enable avoidance of impacts

•

Most MDBs and bilaterals screen for biodiversity
risk, but level of rigour varies

•

Integrated Biodiversity Assessment Tool (IBAT)
widely used – but not always paid for

•

Methods can lag rapid improvements in biodiversity
data availability

“Staff need to have tools like IBAT on their desks, with
access to the right information” - MDB
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Banks are focused on climate mainstreaming, biodiversity lagging

• Mainstreaming – going beyond reactive safeguards to
integrate with strategies, processes and reporting
• Regulation/guidance advancing in some countries (e.g.
Sustainable Banking Network) – for climate
• PDBs at different stages of mainstreaming biodiversity
▪

▪

Leaders: a few MDBs and large bilaterals, a
handful of smaller banks
Off the radar for most national and sub-national
banks

“Biodiversity is not a familiar concept for finance – especially
how biodiversity risk translates into financial risk. We need
clearer definitions and identification of risk, and ways to
quantify it, which isn’t easy” - MDB
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Proportion of reviewed PDBs (n=98) that
disclose information on biodiversity impacts
and/or risks

Financing green
•

Climate the priority for PDBs environmental investments

•

Nature-based solutions (NBS) the crucial link to biodiversity

•

PDBs lack consistent policy approach to consider and value NBS
in projects

•

Mixed views on the potential to scale up, and the potential role
of PDBs
Some very positive about opportunities and scope for PDBs to
‘match-make’ and facilitate (through technical support, guarantees
etc.)

▪

Most more cautious – in light of economic, policy and technical
challenges

▪

•

Opportunities are supply limited - lack of investment grade
projects of sufficient scale
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Global Conservation

Constraints and
recommendations
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Constraints and
recommendations
overview

Measures needed

Fully integrate
biodiversity risk into
investment decisions

SOLUTION: Reduce
the harmful impacts
of investments

Improve upstream
planning and early risk
screening to enable
impact Avoidance

Apply effective
safeguards to reduce
and compensate for
harm to biodiversity
PROBLEM: Investment
in activities that harm
nature (by PDBs and
others) far outweighs
investment in activities
that benefit nature

SOUTION: Increase
financial flows into
investments positive
for nature

Constraints identified
Mainstreaming
biodiversity risk not a
priority for PDB
supervisory authorities
PDBs are currently
preoccupied with
mainstreaming climate
issues

Upstream planning
perceived as difficult,
unclear who should lead
Most PDBs do not apply
biodiversity safeguards,
rely on often
inadequate EIAs

Limited implementation
capacity among PDBs,
clients and consultants
Biodiversity safeguards
seen as too stringent
and impacting cost
competitiveness where
regulation is weak

Scale up investment in
nature-based solutions
to meet climate and
other development goals

Scale up direct
investment in nature
conservation and
restoration

Methods to assess and
report on risks and
impacts are not well
developed, spatial data
on investments often
lacking

Patchy application of
risk screening tools and
datasets
Gaps in safeguard
implementation for
agriculture/commodities
, intermediaries,
supervision, indirect and
cumulative impacts,
reporting
Biodiversity offsets hard
to implement, often not
linked to broader
conservation plans

NBS often overlooked in
favour of technological
approaches

Narrow range of viable
business models,
perception of high risks,
low returns, long lead
times
Metrics and methods to
assess biodiversity
outcomes not well
developed

Individual projects
typically small-scale,
inefficient to structure
for investment and not
coherent at landscape
level
Enabling environment
requires socio-political
and policy interventions
that are outside scope
of PDBs

Recommended actions for PDBs
Organisational

Technical

Develop and implement
nature-positive
institutional
commitments, and
update mandates

Integrate biodiversity
across PDB processes
and performance
indicators

Develop investment
assessment approaches
that integrate climate
and nature

Assess biodiversityrelated financial risks and
integrate into decisionmaking

Assess biodiversity risk
and footprint across
portfolios

Establish joint PDB coordination mechanism to
catalyse work on
technical challenges

Policy

Improve spatial
investment data and
biodiversity metrics for
finance

Support effective
country platforms for
sustainable finance
Identify opportunities
and pro-actively take
lead on upstream
planning

Secure collective access
to risk-screening tools
across all PDBs

Continuously improve
risk screening by
identifying and
deploying new datasets
and tools

Support policy reform by
governments to
strengthen regulatory
frameworks

Strengthen internal and
external capacity for
biodiversity safeguard
implementation

Require data sharing
from clients'
environmental
assessments

Support development of
target-based
compensation schemes

Strengthen biodiversity
elements in financing
agreements

Develop standards and
implementation toolkits
for biodiversity
safeguards useable by all
PDBs

Incorporate explicit
nature-positive goals
into climate and Covid19 recovery finance

Specify investability
criteria for naturepositive projects

Develop shared green
taxonomy for naturepositive financing

Set clear targets for
nature-positive
investment

Identify landscapes with
potential for clustering
nature-positive projects

Support a collective
platform for natural
capital ‘accelerators’ and
investment funds

Engage with
governments to create
an enabling policy
environment

Encourage cadre of
skilled intermediaries
bridging conservation
and finance sectors

Test, innovate and
promote financial
instruments for scalingup investment in nature

Where to start?

Easy Wins

Hard, but important
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Greening finance
(avoid harm)

Financing green
(nature positive investments)

Systematic biodiversity risk
screening for investments
and portfolios

Incorporate biodiversity KPIs
in climate investments

Upstream strategic
environmental assessment

Build the market: set targets, define
standards, empower aggregators

Malcolm.Starkey@thebiodiversityconsultancy.com
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www.thebiodiversityconsultancy.com

